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electrochemical imaging resolves
the midpoint potentials of individual fluorophores
on nanoporous antimony-doped tin oxide†

Jin Lu ‡*ab and Matthew D. Lew *ab

We report reversible switching of oxazine, cyanine, and rhodamine dyes by a nanoporous antimony-doped

tin oxide electrode that enables single-molecule (SM) imaging of electrochemical activity. Since the

emissive state of each fluorophore is modulated by electrochemical potential, the number of emitting

single molecules follows a sigmoid function during a potential scan, and we thus optically determine the

formal redox potential of each dye. We find that the presence of redox mediators (phenazine

methosulfate and riboflavin) functions as an electrochemical switch on each dye's emissive state and

observe significantly altered electrochemical potential and kinetics. We are therefore able to measure

optically how redox mediators and the solid-state electrode modulate the redox state of fluorescent

molecules, which follows an electrocatalytic (EC′) mechanism, with SM sensitivity over a 900 mm2
field of

view. Our observations indicate that redox mediator-assisted SM electrochemical imaging (SMEC) could

be potentially used to sense any electroactive species. Combined with SM blinking and localization

microscopy, SMEC imaging promises to resolve the nanoscale spatial distributions of redox species and

their redox states, as well as the electron transfer kinetics of electroactive species in various

bioelectrochemical processes.
Introduction

Electron transfer is a fundamental process in all living systems
that governs various energy-conversion pathways, such as
photosynthesis and respiration. In these systems, redox
proteins, small molecules, and their assemblies are delicately
arranged to transfer electrons down an energy gradient.1,2 For
example, in the bacterial extracellular electron transfer (EET)
process, outer membrane c-type cytochromes and extracellular
appendages facilitate electron transfer out of the cell to insol-
uble electron acceptors.3,4 At the molecular level, each electron
transfer step only spans up to a few nanometers, from one
donor molecule to an acceptor in its vicinity. Thus, living
systems must organize these molecules, each with distinct
electrochemical properties and biochemical functions, within
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complex biochemical environments, such as biomembranes
and cellular compartments.

Resolving and imaging such electron transfer activities at the
nanoscale has drawn much attention recently and is usually
accomplished by reducing the size of an electrode, for instance
using a nanoelectrode, and scanning it across a sample or
leveraging nanoelectrode arrays. El-Naggar and Naaman re-
ported measuring the spin-dependent electron transport of
single decaheme cytochrome conduits by using magnetic
conductive probe atomic force microscopy.5 Lovely reported
visualizing the charge ow in individual pili proteins with
electrostatic force microscopy.6 Tao demonstrated a break
junction technique to measure individual single-molecule
oxidation and reduction events in electrochemical scanning
tunneling microscopy.7 However, raster-scanning a nanoscale
electrode limits imaging speed, and thus, it remains chal-
lenging to measure single-electron transfer events across a large
eld of view.

We propose that redox-responsive uorescent molecules can
locally sense target redox reactions or biological electron
transfer processes and report them remotely, oen amplifying
the few electrons involved in a target reaction into thousands or
more uorescence photons to be detected by a single-molecule
(SM) uorescence microscope; we term this approach SM elec-
trochemical (SMEC) imaging. Various uorogenic probes have
been developed to image redox species8–10 or protein adducts11

within cells. Further characterizations of the potential
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046 | 2037
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dependance of SM redox activity have enabled the development
of uorescence-based single-molecule electrochemistry.12–18

Despite recent progress, several challenges remain in using
redox-active probes to image electron transfer in living systems,
for example, through multiheme cytochromes or pili structures.
First, an appropriate electrode interface that is compatible with
SM uorescence imaging is needed. Transparent conducting
oxides, especially indium tin oxide (ITO), play a key role in
optical studies of electrochemical activity. Various transparent
electrodes, such as silicon carbide,19 amorphous silicon,20 and
porous ITO21,22 have been reported for general electrochemical
and optical microscopy applications. However, to image and
track single uorophores optically, it is critical to (at least
temporarily) immobilize the target molecules by covalent
binding,23 trapping them within a polymer lm,13 or hindering
their diffusion.14 We have previously demonstrated14 that a 100
nm-thick, porous silica layer on ITO is useful for capturing
electrochemical transformations of single resorun molecules.
However, the nonconducting silica layer impedes any electrical
interface with the redox bio(macro)molecules of interest. An
alternative conductive and transparent electrode material,
antimony-doped tin oxide (ATO), with tunable pore sizes has
been developed recently.24,25 Porous ATO shows excellent
biocompatibility to immobilize redox biomolecules and
monitor their electron transfer behaviors.26

Second, a handful of redox responsive dyes and electro-
uorogenic probes, including methylene blue, cresyl violet,
uorescein, resazurin/resorun, and Nile blue, have been
widely used by spectroelectrochemists for decades.27,28 Many
were originally developed for staining in biology and histology,
rather than for localization microscopy with optimized switch-
ing rates and photostability. On the other hand, a large number
of novel uorescent probes, such as ATTO, Alexa Fluor, CF, and
iFluor, demonstrate superior SM imaging with enhanced
brightness and excellent photostability.29 Most of them, if their
chemical structures are disclosed, bear the core structures of
the oxazine, cyanine, or rhodamine families, which are known
to be redox responsive. As reported by Gooding23 and Tinne-
feld,30 the reversible on–off switch of the cyanine Alexa Fluor
647 and the oxazine ATTO 655 can be controlled by electron
transfer reactions. Thus, these bright and stable dyes could be
excellent SMEC probes.

Perhaps most importantly, quantitative SMEC imaging of
the redox activities or electron transfer processes of biomole-
cules requires interactions between redox dyes, target redox
biomolecules, and the electrode to be carefully measured. One
can imagine that, with proper calibration, imaging the elec-
trochemical switching of a single dye can aid in measuring local
redox potential, electron transfer kinetics, or concentration of
reduced/oxidized forms of the target redox biomolecule, all with
nanoscale resolution. Thus, quantitatively characterizing the
switching of redox-active uorophores on a suitable transparent
electrode is essential for realizing the potential of SMEC
imaging.

In this work, we demonstrate SMEC imaging enabled by
a transparent nanoporous ATO electrode and redox-active dyes
from the oxazine, cyanine, and rhodamine families. We
2038 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046
investigate the on–off switching of these dyes in response to
applied potential and characterize their electrochemical
responses at the SM level. We focus on how on–off uorescence
switching is modulated in the presence of redox mediators,
including phenazine methosulfate and riboavin, which are
known to facilitate extracellular electron transfer processes in
microorganisms, and discuss the underlying mechanisms.
Critically, we show that imaging SMEC probes produces spatial
maps of midpoint potential and quanties the spatial hetero-
geneity of electron-transfer processes on porous ATO surfaces.
Results and discussion
nATO lm connes the diffusion of single uorescent probes

As demonstrated previously,14 slowing the diffusion of uores-
cent molecules is essential to resolve them optically with SM
sensitivity. We synthesized nanoporous antimony-doped tin
oxide (nATO) lms on ITO coverslips using a sol–gel method31

(Experimental section). The nATO coating is optically trans-
parent and electrically conductive with a high surface area
(Fig. S1†). Fluorescent probes diffuse slowly or become trapped
within the pores so that they are clearly resolved by a camera
compared to an unmodied bare ITO surface (Fig. S2†).

We tested three probes from major chemical families,
including ATTO655 (an oxazine dye), AF647 (a cyanine), and
ATTO647N (a carbo-rhodamine), on the nATO-coated ITO
coverslip. The probes exhibited distinct binding affinities and
photobleaching rates. During our image analysis procedure,
localizations were removed if their measured point-spread
function widths were unreliable or if their brightness was too
dim to avoid artifacts caused by diffusing or dim SMs (see
Experimental). By measuring the position and duration of each
SM uorescence blinking event, we calculate average uores-
cence burst durations (or “on-times” son) of 8.4 ms for ATTO655,
22 ms for AF647, and 68 ms for ATTO647N (Fig. S3†). The
exposure time used for each probe (ATTO655: 10 ms, AF647: 20
ms, ATTO647N: 100 ms) was adjusted to best match each son
accordingly, allowing us to capture more photons from each
molecule within each frame and reduce the noise in each
measurement.
Electrochemical modulation of single uorescent probes

We chose to investigate the uorescence responses of ATTO and
Alexa Fluor dyes (Scheme 1), which are known for high bright-
ness and excellent photostability, to various applied electro-
chemical potentials. We rst modulated the potential of the
nATO electrode between 0 V and −0.8 V in the presence of
ATTO655. During the forward scan, shown in Fig. 1a(i), the
number of ATTO655 molecules emitting uorescence in each
frame (Non) signicantly decreases as the potential drops below
−0.4 V, where ATTO655 is reduced to its nonuorescent form.
ATTO655 accepts one electron to form a nonuorescent (semi-
reduced) radical state at a potential of Ered=−0.42 V (vs. SCE, or
−0.38 V vs. Ag/AgCl, sat'd KCl).32 As the potential continues to
decrease, the dissolved molecular oxygen (Ered < −0.44 V vs.
SCE) is depleted, and ATTO655 is likely to accept a second
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 Chemical structures and reversible electrochemical redox reactions of ATTO 655,33,34 Alexa Fluor 647,23 and ATTO 647N.35,36 Their
core structures (belonging to the oxazine, cyanine, and rhodamine families, respectively) and corresponding redox reactions are highlighted in
blue. Note: (i) possible side reactions, such as the reactions between the radical/leuco-dyes with molecular oxygen,33 are not drawn here; (ii)
nonfluorescent reduced dyes may contain either or both radical or/and leuco forms under our electrochemical reduction conditions.
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electron to form a leuco-dye.33 Both the radical and leuco forms
of ATTO655 are nonuorescent, and we observed a consistent
low number of active ATTO655 molecules (1.0 ± 1.0 (mean ±

std) in one eld of view) at potentials below−0.7 V. However, we
cannot distinguish between the two nonuorescent forms
directly from imaging. The reduction of ATTO655 is electro-
chemically reversible. During the reverse scan, as potential
sweeps above −0.4 V, uorescent ATTO655 molecules reappear,
indicating the transition of ATTO655 from its dark states
(radical and leuco-dye) to its uorescent state.

Over 3 repeated scan cycles, Fig. 1a(ii) shows the changes in
the number Non of detected (bright) ATTO655 molecules as
a function of the applied potential, where the solid line repre-
sents the average response. The shaded area is the standard
deviation of Non over the 3 cycles. These data indicate that,
across multiple scans, the nATO electrode facilitates electron
transfer to and from ATTO655 and that the uorescence bursts
of single ATTO655 effectively and reproducibly indicate its
redox state. Note that, during the reverse scan, Non recovers to
a spike (82.5 ± 4.2 molecules) that is almost twice the Non in the
forward scan (48.5 ± 4.6 molecules), before it decays to a level
consistent with the forward scan at 0 V. The spike is most likely
caused by the reappearance of molecular oxygen in the diffu-
sion layer during the reverse scan that chemically quenches the
dark state of leuco-ATTO655.33

Here, we only consider the electrochemical process induced
by external potential modulation. We assume the ATTO655
probe (dyeox) and its nonuorescent reduced form (dyered) have
the same adsorption affinity toward the nATO surface, and the
total concentration of ATTO655 probe on the electrode is
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
constant ([dyeox] + [dyered] = c). The ratio of uorescent to
nonuorescent ATTO655 follows the Nernst equation:

E ¼ E� þ RT

nF
ln

� ½dyeox�
½dyered�

�
; (1)

where E is the applied potential on the nATO electrode, E° is the
formal potential of the redox reaction, R is the gas constant, T is
the absolute temperature, n is the number of electrons trans-
ferred in the redox reaction, and F is the Faraday's constant. As
the applied potential E drops below the formal potential E°, the
concentration of A655red increases, and the probability of
observing ATTO655 emission decreases. Moreover, the
concentration of A655ox ([dyeox]) vs. E follows a sigmoid
function,

½dyeox� ¼ c

�
1þ exp

�
� E � E�

RT=nF

���1
; (2)

and its midpoint potential is equal to the formal potential E°. By
tting the trajectory of Non of ATTO655 over the potential scan,
we measured E

�
ATTO655 ¼ �0:33 V; which matches the reported

value.32 However, the redox current from nM concentrations of
dyes cannot be detected in conventional CV measurements
(Fig. S4†).

We further analyze the brightness b of the molecules in each
image stack, quantied as the number of photons detected
from each ATTO655 molecule in each frame. On average, we
observed b = 243.5 ± 139.3 photons (median ± 1 std dev.)
emitted from each ATTO655 molecule at oxidizing potentials
(>−0.1 V). As the applied potential decreases in the forward
scan, the probability of ATTO655 to be reduced to its radical and
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046 | 2039



Fig. 1 (i) SMEC imaging of (a) ATTO655, (b) AF647, and (c) ATTO647N dye molecules on nanoporous ATO (nATO) films in 1 M NaNO3 solution
while sweeping the applied electrochemical potential (see Movies S1–S3† for full videos). The (ii) number Non, (iii) brightness b, and (iv) duration
son of single-molecule fluorescence bursts captured during the potential sweeps. The (ii) solid line and (iii and iv) dots represent the median
values and the shaded areas represent ± one standard deviation of response over three full sweep cycles. Black and dark yellow trajectories
represent the forward and reverse scans, respectively. Scale bar: 5 mm.

Chemical Science Edge Article
leuco forms increases, resulting in decreased brightness b and
shorter uorescence burst durations son. When Non approaches
zero at potentials below −0.6 V, we only observed 2 or 3 mole-
cules per eld of view randomly adsorbed on the nATO surface,
where heterogeneous electron transfer at these “inert” locations
is blocked, even at such low potentials. Since these few “long-
lived” molecules may not appear at identical potentials in
2040 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046
subsequent scans, the statistics (median, std) of b and son are
noisy (see shaded areas in Fig. 1a(iii) and (iv) below −0.6 V). In
the reverse scan, the singlet state of the uorophore is electro-
chemically restored. We observe recovered Non, b, and son values
accordingly (Fig. 1a(ii)–(iv)).

We also performed SMEC imaging of AF647 and ATTO647N
while scanning the potential applied to the nATO electrode.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Both AF647 and ATTO647N exhibit negative redox potentials
(E
�
AF647 ¼ �0:75 V and E

�
ATTO647N ¼ �1:02 V), which we measured

by tting Non data to applied potentials using a sigmoid func-
tion (eqn (2)). AF647 and ATTO647N are likely to accept one
electron and form nonuorescent semireduced radicals at
negative potentials33 and to be oxidized back into a uorescent
form in the reverse scan. Their electrochemical responses (Non,
b, son) are reversible across multiple scan cycles (Fig. 1b(ii)–(iv)
and c(ii)–(iv)). Note that we did not sweep the potential below
−1.10 V to avoid possible electrochemical damage of the nATO–
ITO electrode. At −1.10 V, there are still more than 39%
ATTO647N molecules le in the on state (91.9 ± 7.0 molecules
between −0.80 V and −0.90 V vs. 36.0 ± 4.9 molecules at
−1.10 V, Fig. 1c(ii)), but Non should decrease further for more
negative potentials. Scanning the potential at different rates
reveals that SMEC processes on nATO follow diffusion-
controlled electrochemical kinetics for ATTO655, AF647, and
ATTO647N (Fig. S5†).
Imaging electrochemical modulation by redox mediators with
high sensitivity

We further studied how the redox behaviors of single uores-
cent probes are modulated by two redox mediators, phenazine
Fig. 2 (i) Cyclic voltammetry of (a) ATTO647N with 0.04 mM PMS, (b) ATT
with 0.04 mM PMS, and (e) ATTO647N with 0.305 mM riboflavin, all in 1
duration son of single-molecule fluorescence bursts captured during the
values and the shaded areas represent ± one standard deviation of resp
represent the forward and reverse scans, respectively.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
methosulfate (PMS) and riboavin. PMS is a widely used redox
cycler that accepts electrons from enzymes and reduces oxygen,
cytochrome c, and other redox biomolecules. It is also known to
promote the EET processes between bacteria and electrodes.37,38

As a redox mediator, PMS undergoes single- or two-electron
reduction to form the free radical PMS or reduced PMSH,
respectively (Fig. S6a†).

By mixing 0.04 mM PMS with ATTO647N in 1 M NaNO3, we
observed a pair of reversible redox peaks in cyclic voltammetry
that correspond to the two-electron redox reaction of PMS with
the formal potential EPMS/PMSH=−0.16 V on the nATO electrode
(Fig. 2a(i)). Interestingly, in the presence of PMS, ATTO647N is
reduced to its nonuorescent form at a more positive potential
(Fig. 2a(ii)) relative to when PMS is absent (Fig. 1c(ii)). Aer
averaging the Non trajectories from three scan cycles and tting
to a sigmoid function (eqn (2)), we calculated the midpoint
potential of ATTO647N reduction in the presence of PMS to
be EATTO647N(PMS) = −0.14 V. This value is close to EPMS/PMSH

(−0.16 V) and much more positive than Eo
ATTO647N (−1.02 V). We

also noticed that during the forward scan, near EATTO647N(PMS),
the number Non, brightness b, and uorescence burst duration
son of ATTO647N all sharply drop to zero (Fig. 2a(ii)–(iv)). For
example, by counting Non, there are 88.8 ± 3.6 (mean ± std)
O647N with 0.02 mM PMS, (c) ATTO655 with 0.04 mM PMS, (d) AF647
M NaNO3. The corresponding (ii) number Non, (iii) brightness b, and (iv)
potential sweep. (ii) Solid lines and (iii and iv) dots represent the median
onse over three full sweep cycles. Black and dark yellow trajectories

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046 | 2041
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ATTO647N molecules in the potential range of 0.40 V to 0.20 V,
with a signicant drop to 0.1 ± 0.1 molecules between −0.70 V
and −0.90 V where ATTO647N is reduced. In contrast, without
PMS, more than 39% of the ATTO647Nmolecules remain bright
at −1.10 V (Fig. 1c(ii)).

As the PMS concentration decreases to 0.02 mM, the redox
CV current peaks diminish. For example, the cathodic current
peak drops from 15 mA cm−2 for 0.04 mM PMS to 4 mA cm−2 for
0.02 mM PMS (Fig. 2a(i) and b(i)). However, we still observe
a large positive-shied midpoint potential for ATTO647N
reduction (EATTO647N(PMS) = −0.15 V, Fig. 2b(ii)) that is quite
similar to the 0.04 mM PMS condition (Fig. 2a(ii)). This
consistency in midpoint potentials measured from the Non

trajectories suggests that even trace concentrations of redox
mediators should be detectable by SMEC, well beyond condi-
tions where the electrochemical current becomes undetectable.

We further conducted SMEC imaging of ATTO655 and AF647
in the presence of 0.04 mM PMS (Fig. 2c and d). The midpoint
potentials, obtained by tting the Non responses to sigmoid
functions (eqn (2)), showed the same trend as did ATTO647N. The
calculated potentials are EATTO655(PMS)=−0.16 V and EAF647(PMS)=

−0.61 V, both more positive than the redox potentials of the dyes
without PMS ðE�ATTO655 ¼ �0:33 V; E

�
AF647 ¼ �0:75 VÞ:

We next studied SMEC imaging in the presence of a second
mediator, riboavin. Riboavin is a precursor of many impor-
tant coenzymes (such as avin mononucleotide and avin
adenine dinucleotide) that participate in various essential redox
reactions in living systems. It is also a self-secreted redox shuttle
that facilitates electron transport processes in Shewanella.39,40

Riboavin undergoes two-electron reduction to form reduced
riboavin (Fig. S6b†), and this process is electrochemically
quasi-reversible (−0.419 V, vs. Ag/AgCl) on a glassy carbon
electrode.41 On an nATO electrode, we observed a reduction
wave of riboavin with the cathodic peak potential at Erbf(pc) =
−0.67 V (pc: cathodic peak, Fig. 2e(i)). Thus, a high over-
potential is necessary to reduce riboavin on the nATO surface.

Whenmodulating the potential of a mixture of ATTO647N and
0.305 mM riboavin, we observed a decrease in Non during the
forward scan. Fitting the data to a sigmoid function (eqn (2)) yields
a midpoint (cathodic) potential EATTO647N(rbf) of −0.69 V. This
potential is higher than E

�
ATTO647N and is close to Erbf(pc), thereby

matching the trend observed with PMS. However, we observed the
electrochemical reduction of riboavin to be irreversible, with no
oxidation current wave; the number Non of detected ATTO647N
recovers very slowly and increases nearly linearly from zero to its
original level while the potential is scanned from−0.8 V to−0.2 V.
This response (Fig. 2e(ii)) is remarkably different from the off–on
switch of ATTO647N in the presence of the reversible mediator
PMS (Fig. 2a(ii)). Sigmoid function (eqn (2)) ts of the data in Fig. 1
and 2 are shown in Fig. S7.†
Mediators fully convert dye molecules to their dark state at
positive-shied potentials

With the mediators PMS and riboavin present, we observed
each SMEC probe to have a signicantly shied redox potential
relative to when the mediators are absent, which implies that
2042 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046
dye reduction is highly coupled to the electrochemistry of
nearby mediators in solution (for example, PMS/PMSH). This
process follows an electrocatalytic (EC′) reaction mechanism as
shown below.

O + ne− 4 R (3)

RþA ����! ����kf2
OþD (4)

In this process, PMS (O) is rst reduced to PMSH (R), which
further converts active ATTO647N, ATTO655, or AF647 (A) to its
nonuorescent dark form (D) and regenerates PMS (O). The
electrochemical behaviors of EC′ mechanism are well-studied.42

When the homogeneous rate constant kf2 is large and the dye
molecule concentration is much lower than the mediators ([A]
� [O]), the redox potential for reaction (4) (ED,2) is described by

ED;2 ¼ E
�
PMS=PMSH � 0:409

RT

F
þ RT

2F
ln

 
RTkf2

Fn

½PMS�2
½dye�

!
; (5)

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, F is
Faraday's constant, and n is the scan rate (ESI Note†). Such
a mechanism usually results in a unique “split wave” in cyclic
voltammetry.42,43 In conventional electrochemical measure-
ments, the redox responses of reactions (3) and (4) are
measured simultaneously from the electrochemical readout. In
our case, however, the redox process of reaction (3) is measured
by a pair of current peaks (Fig. 2a–e(i)); whereas reaction (4) is
monitored by SM uorescence imaging, i.e., blinking events
corresponding to single dyes converted to or recovered from the
dark state (Fig. 2a–e(ii)).

We next compare the performance of PMS-mediated reduc-
tion on the three dyes. We estimate the concentration ratios of
the three dyes to be [ATTO647N] : [ATTO655] : [AF647] = 7.0 :
2.4 : 1.0 by measuring Non within the initial 200 mV of each
forward scan (Fig. 2a(ii), c(ii), d(ii) and S8†). The experiments
were carried out with a xed PMS concentration (0.04 mM) and
scan rate (100 mV s−1). The redox potential of AF647 is the most
negative or the least shied of the three dyes, indicating that the
rate constant kf2 of PMS-mediated AF647 reduction is much less
than that of ATTO647N or ATTO655. The calculated rate
constant ratio is kf2,ATTO647N/PMS : kf2,ATTO655/PMS : kf2,AF647/PMS =

1.0 : 0.27 : 2.6 × 10−9.
Both dye and mediator structures affect electrochemical dark-
state switching

During electrochemical reduction, the Non trajectories drop at
various rates as the applied potential decreases (Fig. 2a–e(ii)).
The slopes of these Non trajectories are quantied by tting
them to sigmoid functions (eqn (2)), and the measurements are
summarized in Table 1.

For the cases of dye reduction without PMS, the slopes
estimated from Non trajectories (34.2 V

−1, 24.0 V−1, and 19.2 V−1

for ATTO655, AF647, and ATTO647N, respectively) are much
smaller than the theoretical values (nF/RT = 77.9 V−1, if we
assume they all undergo 2-electron transfer processes, eqn (2)).
We hypothesize that these shallower responses stem from
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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averaging the electrochemical responses of many dyes, which
sense heterogeneities in the nATO itself. That is, each dye
molecule may have a different electrochemical interface with
the nATO electrode, due to its complex structure, thereby
yielding different effective midpoint potentials E for each
molecule. Taking an ensemble average over these responses
would result in a shallower slope k than would be expected from
a uniform Nernstian electrochemical interface.

Adding PMS consistently causes a steeper slope in Non as the
applied potential drops, and among the three probes,
ATTO647N and ATTO655 show much steeper drops during the
forward scan compared to AF647 (Fig. 2a, c, d(ii) and Table 1,
concentration of PMS is held constant). These observations are
consistent with the larger rate constants kf2 for ATTO647N and
ATTO655 reduction. In this scenario, dye molecules on the
electrode are transformed rapidly, and the process of dye
molecules diffusing from bulk solution to adsorb to the nATO
surface becomes rate-limiting. Therefore, for higher rates kf2,
the number Non of bright molecules decreases much faster at
the same applied potential, resulting in larger slopes.

We further map the spatial distribution of midpoint poten-
tial for redox dyes along the nATO surface, both in the absence
and presence of mediators (Fig. 3a and b). We notice obvious
spatial variations in the ATTO655 midpoint potential map,
especially in the forward scan, and two spots with low midpoint
potentials in particular (see arrows in Fig. 3a and c and the
discussion in Fig. S9†), compared to the ATTO655 + PMS map
(Fig. 3b). The measured low midpoint potentials may indicate
regions where the electron-transfer process is unfavorable
between the SMEC probes and the nATO electrode, resulting in
large overpotentials. On the other hand, PMS, as a mediator,
greatly promotes electron transfer through the electrocatalytic
(EC′) mechanism. In SMEC imaging, it not only shis the
midpoint potential of ATTO655 on–off switching toward the
positive direction (Fig. 3c), but also produces much more
uniform dye reduction maps. Therefore, the activity of PMS or
other mediators that similarly promote kf2 are readily distin-
guishable by characterizing the redox transformation of single
uorophores in SMEC imaging. Given a suitably active medi-
ator, spatial heterogeneities of electron transfer on nATO are
potentially eliminated, enabling consistent quantication of
mediator activity across a large eld of view with single-
molecule sensitivity. We therefore believe that nanoscale vari-
ations in redox activity should be resolvable from midpoint
potential maps in the future.
Fluorescence emission decreases during redox
transformation

As long as a molecule is detectable above background, the
number Non of detected uorescent molecules in SM imaging is
independent of the number of photons collected from each
molecule. Overall, the SM brightness b trajectories uctuate
during the potential scans. Interestingly, uorescence emission
from these probes dims when the sweeping potential
approaches the formal potential of a dye
ðE�AF655; E

�
AF647;E

�
ATTO647NÞ or its formal potential with mediators
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046 | 2043



Fig. 3 Midpoint potential maps calculated from forward and reverse
potential scans of ATTO655 (a) without and (b) with 0.04 mM PMS. Bin
size: 1× 1 mm2. Scale bar: 5 mm. (c) Line profiles indicate fluctuations of
the midpoint potential along a 1 × 16 mm2 region (white dotted line as
shown in (a and b)) on the nATO surface. Thick solid lines are midpoint
potentials extracted from averaged Non trajectories across three scan
cycles and thin solid lines represent the data of each scan cycle. White
arrows in (a) and black arrows in (c) indicate two representative regions
exhibiting relatively lowmidpoint potentials. (d) The rawNon responses
of two representative 1 × 1 mm2 bins (indicated by blue dot for bin #1
and green dot for bin #2 in (a and b)) from the average of three forward
scan cycles (blue profiles for bin #1 and green profiles for bin #2). The
red dotted profiles represent the fitting to a sigmoid function, from
which the midpoint potentials are extracted.
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present (ED,2), before they are fully converted to their nonuo-
rescent form (Fig. 1a(iii)–c(iii) and 2a–e(iii)). The brightness
trajectories also follow sigmoidal shapes, but the midpoint
2044 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2037–2046
potential inferred from the brightness b is always tens of mV
more positive than the midpoint potential from the number of
molecules Non.

The brightness b, measured for each molecule within each
frame, quanties the number of uorescence photons collected
during a single exposure interval by the detector. For each mole-
cule, this period consists of hundreds to thousands of absorption
and emission cycles between the ground state, rst excited singlet
state, and triplet state. Inspired by works from Tinnefeld,30,44 we
hypothesize that, at more negative external applied potentials,
a dye is more likely to further switch to a reduced ionic dark state
during a uorescence cycle. However, we currently have insuffi-
cient information to propose an exact chemical mechanism. Since
dimmolecules are still detected above background, the brightness
trajectories aways drop earlier during a forward scan (at a more
positive potential) than the Non trajectories do. It is therefore not
surprising that the difference in midpoint potential
DEfwd

b�Non
¼ DEfwd

b � DEfwd
Non

is uniformly positive in our data (Table
1). For example, the difference in midpoint potential ðDEfwd

b�Non
Þ is

+59 mV for ATTO655. In the presence of 0.04 mM PMS, ATTO655
reduction is greatly promoted, and the difference in midpoint
potential DEfwd

b�Non
is decreased greatly to +13 mV. In contrast, as

0.04 mM PMS does not efficiently mediate AF647 reduction,
DEfwd

b�Non
is only reduced from +113 mV (AF647 only) to +95 mV

(AF647 with PMS). The difference in midpoint potential is there-
fore inversely related to the slope of the number Non trajectory; if
the trajectory drops more quickly, the measured difference in
midpoint potential between Non and trajectories b is minimized.

Conclusions

We have reported single-molecule electrochemical (SMEC)
imaging of oxazine, cyanine, and rhodamine dyes on a nano-
porous ATO-coated ITO coverslip. Although the electrochemical
current associated with the redox transformations of single dyes
is too low to detect, we demonstrated optical measurement of
their redox potentials by counting the number of emitting
molecules within each frame as the external potential is
modulated. More importantly, in the presence of redox media-
tors, we quantied optically the redox interactions between the
dyes and mediators. Their reactions follow the electrocatalytic
(EC′) mechanism, with signicantly altered electrochemical
potential and kinetics compared to direct transformation by the
nATO electrode. In particular, the spatiotemporal patterns of
uorescence bursts resolved by SMEC enable us to reconstruct
midpoint potential maps that quantify the spatial heterogeneity
of electron transfer across the porous ATO surface, which is
otherwise hidden in ensemble-averaged measurements.

We therefore expect SMEC imaging to have the capability of
resolving much more complex electrochemical interactions,
rather than solely characterizing the dyes' own redox potentials.
For any electroactive species of interest that follow the general
scheme of reactions (3) and (4), regardless of whether they are
uorescent or not, it should be possible to “indirectly” sense
their electrochemical activities by using SMEC probes, i.e.,
redox-active uorophores, with SM sensitivity. Combined with
SMLM (single-molecule localization microscopy) techniques,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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we believe the spatial resolution of SMEC imaging (e.g., that of
the midpoint potential map) can be further improved down to
the nanoscale, far beyond what is demonstrated here. We are
excited by the possibility of probing the spatiotemporal
dynamics of redox species and their local concentrations, redox
states, and electron transfer kinetics, such as cytochrome or
pili-facilitated EET processes in microorganisms45,46 in future
work. To achieve this goal, the underlying electrochemical
mechanisms driving bright–dark transitions at the SM level
need more investigation, although the EC′ mechanism have
been well-studied for decades by electrochemical methods. This
work, together with additional simulations of SMEC Non

responses following the EC′ mechanism, optimization of
imaging conditions, and development of robust SMEC imaging
standards, will pave the road for studying bioelectrochemical
dynamics at the nanoscale with single-molecule sensitivity.

Experimental
Materials

Antimony(III) chloride (SbCl3), tin(IV) chloride pentahydrate
(SnCl4$5H2O), polyethylene glycol (Mw= 20 000), resorcinol, 37 w/
w% formaldehyde solution, epichlorohydrin, mineral oil, sodium
nitrate (NaNO3), ATTO 647N amine (ATTO647N), ATTO 655, and
Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. ITO
substrates were obtained from SPI USA (6488-AB, 15–30 U cm).
Deionized water (>18 MU cm) was obtained through a Milli-Q
water purication system and used for all aqueous solutions.

Preparation of nanoporous ATO-coated ITO coverslip

In a typical preparation, 12 mg of SbCl3 and 280 mg of SnCl4-
$5H2O were mixed and dissolved in 1.2 g of absolute ethanol,
followed by adding 60 mg of deionized water while stirring. To
this solution, 302 mg of polyethylene glycol was added and
stirred for at least 30 minutes to fully dissolve. Next, 198 mg of
resorcinol and 316 mg of 37 w/w% formaldehyde solution were
added, and the solution was stirred for 10 min. Finally, 3.92 g of
epichlorohydrin was added to the solution and was stirred
further for another 2 min prior to casting onto ITO coverslips.

ITO coverslips were rst cleaned in an ultrasonicator with
methanol for 15 min, followed by sonication with 0.5 M K2CO3

in 2 : 1 methanol : deionized water mixture for 15 min. The four
edges of ITO coverslips were masked with Scotch tape. The
precursor solution was then cast onto the ITO coverslip, and the
excess was removed immediately. The coatings with ITO
coverslips were gently immersed in a bath of mineral oil and
kept at room temperature for 24 hours. Themineral oil bath was
subsequently heated on a hotplate at 70 °C for 3 days. The ITO
coverslips were extracted from the oil bath, rinsed with hexane,
and the tape masks were removed. The ITO coverslips with
coatings were placed in a furnace and heated at 475 °C for 10
hours for calcination of the ATO coatings.

Single-molecule uorescence imaging

A home-built microscope47 with a 100× TIRF objective lens (NA
1.50, Olympus, UPLAPO100XOHR) was used to perform imaging.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
For ATTO647N, ATTO655, and AF647 imaging, a 633 nm laser
(Coherent OBIS) with a peak intensity of 5.8 kW cm−2 (for
ATTO655, AF647) or 1.7 kW cm−2 (for ATTO647N) and a dichroic
beamsplitter (Semrock, Di02-R635) were used. The emission was
ltered by a bandpass lter (Semrock, FF01-676/37), and only y-
polarized images were captured with the typical integration time
(10 ms for ATTO655, 20 ms for AF647, 100 ms for ATTO647N)
using an sCMOS camera (Photometrics Prime BSI). The single
molecules located within the center region (17.55× 17.55 mm2) of
the image were counted and analyzed in this report.

ThunderSTORM,48 an ImageJ plug-in, was rst used to detect
point-spread function (PSF), or image, of single orescent
molecules (SMs) to resolve their positions (x, y coordinates),
brightness, and sigma (PSF width) value for each captured
frame. Localizations with sigma values smaller than 50 nm or
greater than 200 nm or brightness less than 100 photons were
discarded to remove artifacts from diffusing and dim SMs.

The external voltage modulation was generated by a poten-
tiostat (Stanford Research Systems, EC301) and applied on the
ATO-coated ITO coverslip working electrode with respect to an
Ag/AgCl (sat'd KCl) reference electrode. A platinum wire was
used as the counter electrode. For SMEC imaging, 1 M NaNO3

was used as supporting electrolyte. The trigger pulses generated
by the potentiostat were used to synchronize image acquisition
by the sCMOS camera.
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